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Tourism in England – DCMS changes                 
underestimate domestic tourism needs
Abolishing England’s 
independent Tourist Board is a 
mistake. 

After, and despite, detailed discussions 
with DCMS, I consider their decision 
effectively to abolish England’s national 
tourist Board and compromise its industry 
support services, to be unjustified, 
detrimental – and seemingly undemocratic. 
I take a close interest in how well 
Government sponsors our fragmented 
industry, to optimise the benefits in this 
increasingly competitive world, having 
started in tourism before the 1969 
Development of Tourism Act that created 
the British Tourist Authority (VisitBritain) 
and the national tourist Boards of England, 
Scotland and Wales. 

The newly announced Discover England 
Fund (£40m over 3 years – see box) 
is potentially very beneficial and has 
deflected attention from the structural 
changes. The rearrangement neuters the 
VE Board into a purely advisory status, 
making changes and net redundancies in 
England roles. This is described as only 
an administrative rearrangement as VE 
staff are technically employed by VB. 
This was done after an industry outcry 
prevented the abolition of the England 
Board at the time of devolution, so DCMS 
re-routed the England funding via VB, and 
transferred VE staff to VB employment. 
This fudge of the DoTAct was barely legal, 
but it has been a workable administrative 
arrangement with VE able to function as 
an independent entity, within limits set by 

DCMS.

VisitEngland’s necessary role has 
wide support. In 2011 the Penrose 
Strategy concluded: “No matter how many 
local tourism bodies eventually emerge, 
and regardless of the areas they cover or 
the groups they form, we will also need 
a national body to develop and promote 
English tourism in parallel with VisitScotland, 
VisitWales and the Northern Ireland Tourist 
Board”. 

Last year the Triennial Review of VB and 
VE concluded that they “should be formally 
separated, with VE retaining its full range of 
industry-related functions”, except overseas 
marketing, which quite reasonably was 
returned to VB. John Whittingdale’s 
DCMS Select Committee concluded: 
“with sufficient resources, VisitEngland is 
well placed to move more decisively into the 
organisational vacuum left by the abolition 
of the Regional Development Agencies and 
the Regional Tourist Boards, and could 
better coordinate the disparate efforts of 
some 200 local Destination Management 
Organisations.” 

When recently challenged in Select 
Committee, the Minister said that the 
changes “have the support of a silent 
majority of the industry”. Not true - consult 
the industry and see. Being pleased about 
the new £40m is not the same as wishing 
to lose England’s national Board. DCMS 
justifies abolishing VE because separation 
would be too costly (due to unexplained 
“backroom issues”). That could be a valid 

reason for maintaining the status quo, but 
not abolition. 

VisitBritain is excellent at what they do, 
marketing tourism to Britain overseas. 
They could do much better given 
adequate funds. The GREAT image-
building campaign is very helpful, but more 
tourism benefit would result if the Cabinet 
Office let VB decide where, when and 
how the money should be spent.

Domestic Tourism is key. But 
80% of the volume and value of tourism 
in England is domestic. England’s tourism 
businesses exist because of domestic 
demand. The industry needs support 
services, help and guidance. Since the 
abolition of RTBs and RDAs, there has 
been no functioning network in England’s 
tourism industry. Local Authorities funding 
is reducing, LEPs are not tourism-savvy, 
and very few DMOs are safely viable. 
VE did a good and valuable job within 
the constraints dictated by DCMS. Now 
England expertise is cut and subsumed 
within VB, to be directed by their Board 
on which sit England’s principal domestic 
competitors. Maintaining the England 
“brand” is all very well, but there’s 
much more to developing tourism than 
marketing. 

Sorry DCMS, the changes are misguided. 
England’s tourism businesses need better 
support services, not reduced resources 
and redundancies. Short term subsidies 
for inbound bookable itineraries are an 
inadequate substitute.

The “Discover England Fund”: DCMS explained that 
as VB brings visitors to Britain they should manage them once 
they are here. So they prescribed the £40m over 3 years 
(£6m, £12m and £22m) to be allocated on a matched basis to 
“bookable product”, in 3 or 4 itineraries, built on 
new alliances, and marketed to inbound visitors. UKinbound 
members already create and deliver such products. In general, 
what needs to be bookable, is now, online, and getting easier. 
Most inbound tourism (vfr, business and education/study) cannot 

be greatly influenced, and most leisure trips are limited and 
inflexible. Of course some benefits will result but no evaluation 
of the benefits has been done. How will this be allowable under 
‘state aid’ rules? Much greater value for money would be gen-
erated by reinvesting part, just as the Triennial Review and the 
Select Committee advocated, on better central services under 
a knowledgeable England Board, albeit under VB’s competent 
umbrella.


